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View all of the bibliographic indexes that are available for searching WorldCat.

- **Bibliographic record index lists**
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  View all bibliographic record indexes that are available for searching WorldCat alphabetically or by data type.

  - Alphabetical list of available bibliographic record indexes by index label
  - Alphabetical list of available bibliographic record indexes by index name
  - Bibliographic record indexes by data type

- **Bibliographic record indexes A-C**
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  View in-depth information on each search index, including fields and subfields searched, notes on usage, and examples searches.

  - Access Method
  - Access Restrictions
  - Action Note
  - Auction House Name (SCIPIO-specific)
  - Authentication Code
  - Barcode
  - BC Year
  - Branch Definition/Shelf Location
  - Call Number
  - Canadian Class Number
  - Canadian Subject
  - Cataloging Source
  - Character Sets Present
  - Citation (SCIPIO-specific)
  - Collection Level
  - Control Number
  - Cooperative Programs
  - Corporate/Conference Name

[https://help.oclc.org/Librarian_Toolbox/Searching_WorldCat_Indexes/Bibliographic_records/Bibliographic_record_i…](https://help.oclc.org/Librarian_Toolbox/Searching_WorldCat_Indexes/Bibliographic_records/Bibliographic_record_i…)
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Corporate/Conference Subject
  ◦ Country of Publication

• Bibliographic record indexes D-H
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View in-depth information on each search index, including fields and subfields searched, notes on usage, and examples searches.

  ◦ Date Created as MARC
  ◦ Date of Sale (SCIPIO-specific)
  ◦ Derived: Corporate/Conference Name
  ◦ Derived: Name/Title
  ◦ Derived: Personal Name
  ◦ Derived: Title
  ◦ Description Conventions
  ◦ Descriptors
  ◦ Dewey Decimal Class Number
  ◦ Dewey Decimal Edition Number
  ◦ Encoding Level
  ◦ Entity Attributes
  ◦ Format/Document Type
  ◦ Genre/Form
  ◦ Geographic Coverage
  ◦ Government Document Number
  ◦ Holding Library
  ◦ Holding Library Group

• Bibliographic record indexes I-L
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View in-depth information on each search index, including fields and subfields searched, notes on usage, and examples searches.

  ◦ Individual Auctioneer (SCIPIO-specific)
  ◦ Internet
  ◦ ISBN
  ◦ ISSN
  ◦ ISSN-L
  ◦ Keyword
  ◦ Language
• Bibliographic record indexes M-N
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View in-depth information on each search index, including fields and subfields searched, notes on usage, and examples searches.

◦ Material Type
◦ MeSH
◦ Microform
◦ Music/Publisher Number
◦ Musical Composition
◦ Musical Incipit
◦ NAL Class Number
◦ NAL Subject
◦ Name
◦ National Bibliography Number
◦ NLM Class Number
◦ Notes

• Bibliographic indexes O-R
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View in-depth information on each search index, including fields and subfields searched, notes on usage, and examples searches.

◦ OCLC Control Number
◦ Online Digital Limit
◦ Other Class Number
◦ Other Format
- Other Subject
- Personal Name
- Personal Name Subject
- Physical Description
- Place of Sale (SCIPIO-specific)
- Provenance
- Publisher
- Publisher Location
- Publisher Number
- Relationship
- Report Number
- RVM Subject

• Bibliographic record indexes S-Z
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View in-depth information on each search index, including fields and subfields searched, notes on usage, and examples searches.

- Sale Code (SCIPIO-specific)
- Seller/Subjects (SCIPIO-specific)
- Series
- Shared Print Group
- Shared Print Institution
- Standard Number
- Subject
- Title
- Uniform Title
- Unique Serial Title
- Universal Decimal Class Number
- Update Date
- Vendor
- Year
- Year 2